Microfluidic chips are used to separate particles of differing sizes. A piezoelectric transducer is attached to the silicon chip and produces an ultrasonic standing wave in the channel of the chip. The overall width of the chip is 900 μm and has a thin wall 300 μm from one side. As a sample passes through the chip, the larger particles are concentrated at the low pressure node of the standing wave while the smaller particles are not affected by the wave. The stream of large particles is directed into a separate output than the rest of the sample. When the chips are fabricated, there are small variations in the dimensions of the wall. This leads to each chip acting slightly differently in laboratory tests. The goal of these simulations is to determine the effect of the wall shape and dimensions on the focusing frequency and position. Two dimensional simulations were done in COMSOL Multiphysics using four different wall shapes over a range of 10 μm around the actual dimensions of 13 μm and 6 μm measured from a sample chip. The wall dimensions are taken as the lengths of the top and bottom of the wall. The shape of the wall does not affect focusing frequency. As the difference in the wall dimensions increases, focusing frequency increases and focusing position moves farther from the wall.

**Motivation**
- Experimentally observed variation in focusing performance (location, frequency)
- How much can be attributed to dimensional variations resulting from microfabrication?
- Simulations used to study the effects of changes

**Application**
- Include separating blood components or cells from other bio-particles

**Discussion**
- Focusing frequency is insensitive to wall shape
- Focusing position is sensitive to wall shape
- Focusing frequency is sensitive to wall thickness
- Wall position and orientation have minimal effect
- Generally, for every 1 μm change in one of the wall thickness dimensions:
  - Focusing position moves 1-2 μm
  - Focusing frequency shifts 5-10 kHz
  - Changes are more severe when wall asymmetry is greater

**Conclusions**
As the overall wall thickness increases, focusing frequency increases and focusing position moves farther from the wall. Focusing frequency is not affected by the shape of the wall.

**Further Questions**
- How do these results compare with the experiment?
- How do wall variations affect strength of focusing?
- How does a 3D simulation of the entire chip setup compare with the experimental measurements?
- How does shape of the node (curvature) affect focusing?
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